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Parent Handout (side 2) 

MONITOR   (Includes our own adult behavior)  
1. Understand that this is your new part-time job. Either accept that, or your kid shouldn’t have a device. 
2. No unsupervised, unrestricted web access. 
3. No smartphones under 9th grade (13/14yo).Don’t speed up the natural pace of childhood - let them be kids for as long as 

possible.  
4. Be aware of publicly oversharing on social media (TMI) and posting “gonna be” content (parents & kids). 
5. No Device use 1 hour before bed – alters circadian rhythms and interrupts sleep. Set an hour in the evening where every 

family member (adults included) shut off their phones and plug them in.  
a. Adolescents who get insufficient sleep and/or poor quality sleep are far more likely to engage in increased 

risk taking behaviors, exhibit less self-control and are absent from school more often.  
b. In addition, the lack of sleep/quality of sleep also impacts the child’s ability to learn, pay attention, and 

process emotional stimuli.  
6. Install device level blocks according to the age, maturity, and personality of each child. Use  JuniorTu.be  to curate and 

extract the YouTube videos of your choice for kids.  
7. Download  OPENDNS.com 
8. Use/Buy  Qustodio.com 

20% off Discount Code*** :  ____________________________ 
***MUST be used WITHIN their website, not the app store 

 

SUPERVISE 
1. Adhere to the ONE HOUR RULE.  GOAL: Limit Total Time, Limit Total # of Profiles. 
2. Check social media bios - these are publicly viewable and should NOT include: real names or sexy usernames, location/city, 

school name, profile pic of child’s face - or any data which can be connected to that child.  
3. Review browser history a few times per week – on each device. 
4. Sit with the phone and the app store open at the same time. Compare each icon to the description of that app. 
5. Go through lists of followers and following – do YOU personally know each one of those people IRL? 
6. ZERO  teachers/coaches or other adults following children on social media – same for gaming. 
7. Login to platforms AS your child. Go into private messaging modules within platforms (like FB, IG, etc)  and read messages. 
8. No open chat on gaming, no video conferencing for gaming. 
9. Check games for sexualized content – like GTA5. 
10. Absolutely ZERO live streaming – check for the apps and check in the browser history. 
11. Make sure your child sets a screen lock and doesn’t give the code to friends.  
12. Cover Cameras. 

 
CONSEQUENCE   (and Ongoing Maintenance) 

1. Set a standard consequence – and actually give it. Your children  want  you to stop them - I promise! 
2. Share your signed family contract with all caregivers with the expectation that they will help enforce it.  
3. Have the conversation with your own children constantly - based on age and maturity, share news stories with your child. 

Ask “Where do you think that victim/predator went wrong? What could have been done differently?” 
4. Have a conversation with your child’s friends about the digital rules in YOUR home. Don’t apologize, just clarify. 
5. Try to create a community (within a community) of other like-minded parents in terms of digital expectations. Don’t be 

discouraged if you can’t find any - this only reinforces to your children that your family will NOT be negatively impacted by 
social/cultural peer pressure.  

6. Be aware of the shows, videos, and other content your child is consuming. Take every opportunity you have to “find the lie” 
in media messages.  

Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should. 
Be Fierce. Be Unafraid!   


